Is Your Law Firm Protected Against Cybercrime?
We prevent cyber attacks before they ever reach you.
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Cybercriminals are Targeting Law Firms
The legal industry is now recognized as one of the biggest targets for cybercriminals today. Clients trust you with their private information,
and believe that you will keep it safe. In a PwC report entitled, Safeguarding Your Firm From Cyber Attacks, they note, “Privacy and
confidentiality are bedrock qualities for law firms. The theft of client information could be devastating to a firm’s reputation, which is their
most important asset.”1
As more attacks are being perpetrated against law firms, it’s time to take a serious look at your cybersecurity strategic plan. Is your firm
prepared to withstand an attack?

210 Days or 6 Minutes?
It's Your Call!
Our competitors take an average of 210 days to
detect a data breach. Imagine what cybercriminals
can do to your members’ data and information in 210
days. TruShield takes an average of 6 minutes to
accomplish the same and offers additional insights.
Talk to us and we can help you protect your members
at TruShield speed.

You Hold Valuable Information
Many people assume that the financial industry is the
most vulnerable to cyberattacks because it allows
criminals access to direct monetary gain. However, law
firms have a lot more enticing data than they think. In a
March 2016 Wall Street Journal article covering one of
the biggest legal data breaches the authors noted, “Law
firms are attractive targets because they hold trade secrets
and other sensitive information about corporate clients,
including details about undisclosed mergers and
acquisitions that could be stolen for insider trading.”2
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It is important to understand that attacks can come from anywhere. “Whether criminal hackers are acting on their own, at the behest
of intelligence agencies, or for corrupt corporate competitors, they are not just looking for personal information and credit card
numbers; they are after any kind of intelligence that has economic value.”1
Whether a hacker has social, political, or financial motives for accessing a law firm’s system, the consequences of a data breach
can be severe. According to the Wall Street Journal article, “The cyberattacks show what law-enforcement officials have been
warning companies about for years. As hacking tools and hackers for hire proliferate in certain corners of the Internet, it has become
easier for criminals to breach computer networks as a way to further a range of crimes, from insider trading to identity theft.”2

The Legal Field is Taking Notice
The American Bar Association has a Cybersecurity Legal Task Force that was developed with the following mission, “The task
force will examine risks posed by criminals, terrorists and nations that hope to steal personal and financial information, disrupt
critical infrastructure, and wage a new kind of warfare on a battlefield of ones and zeros.”3
The Threat Isn’t Going Away
Criminals know that law firms are often underprepared when it comes to cybersecurity. The Bloomberg article, Most Big Firms
Have had Some Hacking: Business of Law, reports just how bad things have gotten. The article cites that, “At least 80 percent
of the biggest 100 law firms have had some sort of breach, Peter Tyrrell...said in a telephone interview.”4 This staggering
number of firms that have been compromised sheds a harsh light on the growing security problem in the field.
TruShield Can Help
Our main goal is to keep your firm’s data safe at all times. We have a global team of experts working 24/7 every day of
the year to monitor and combat potential threats. At TruShield, we also spend our time educating ourselves in the field of
cybersecurity so that we know not just what is happening now, but what will be happening next. Staying one step ahead
of cybercrime will ensure that neither you nor your clients see the negative repercussions that come with insufficient
cybersecurity.
This is especially critical as law firms see hackers spending more and more time within their systems. “Hackers can maintain
a presence in corporate systems for many months without detection, unless a firm takes proactive measures.”1 Constant
monitoring is required to find and remove threats that could already be hiding within your system.
While our proven prevent, detect, contain, and eradicate approach to threats is in place, you will also get a dedicated
TruShield Advisor to assist you. This Advisor is available to answer your questions, guide you through any concerns you
have, and help modify your plan as new advancements in the legal field impact the type of coverage you need. Our
unique white-glove approach to customer service sets us apart from just being your cybercrime defense team. Instead, we
are your partner and ally in protecting all of your sensitive digital data, giving you the peace of mind knowing that both
your firm and your clients are completely protected.
Get in touch with us now to find out how simple it is to start getting the comprehensive cybersecurity protection that will
keep you ahead of your competitors and out of negative press.
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Interested in learning how TruShield can give you the peace of mind that your information is safe from cybercriminals? Reach
out to the TruShield Sales Staff now to get started using our innovative cybersecurity approach.

Contact Us

22375 Broderick Drive, Suite 100, Dulles, VA 20166
877-583-2841
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